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**Notes:**

- The Draft Order Limits comprises the construction and operations corridor, temporary access, laydown areas, undergrounding of the new 132 kV cable, and the undergrounding of the existing lower voltage overhead line where indicated.

- The study areas extend from the 25m Construction and Operations Corridor (Draft Order Limits), but only taking into account the Preferred Line Route (i.e. the proposed overhead line).

**Background Mapping Information has been reproduced from the Ordnance Survey Map by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office. Crown Copyright and Database Rights 2017. Ordnance Survey 0100031673. Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and Database Right 2017.**
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**Figure 7.8 Viewpoint Locations**
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**Notes:**

- The study areas extend from the 25m Construction and Operations Corridor (Draft Order Limits), but only taking into account the Preferred Line Route (i.e. the proposed overhead line).
The Draft Order Limits comprises the construction and operations corridor, temporary access, laydown areas, undergrounding of the new 132 kV cable, and the undergrounding of existing lower voltage overhead line where indicated.

The study is the preferred line route (i.e. the proposed overhead line).
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The Draft Order Limits comprises the construction and operations corridor, temporary access, laydown areas, undergrounding of the new 132 kV cable, and the undergrounding of existing lower voltage overhead line where indicated.

The study of the 25m Construction and Operations Corridor (Draft Order Limits), but only taking into account the Preferred Line Route (i.e. the proposed overhead line).
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**Figure 7.8** Viewpoint Locations
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The Draft Order Limits comprises the construction and operations corridor, temporary access, laydown areas, undergrounding of the new 132 kV cable, and the undergrounding of existing lower voltage overhead line where indicated.

The study area is the 25m Construction and Operations Corridor (Draft Order Limits), but only taking into account the Preferred Line Route (i.e. the proposed overhead line).
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The Draft Order Limits comprises the construction and operations corridor, temporary access, laydown areas, undergrounding of the new 132 kV cable, and the undergrounding of existing lower voltage overhead line where indicated.

The study area is the 25m Construction and Operations Corridor (Draft Order Limits), but only taking into account the Preferred Line Route (i.e. the proposed overhead line).
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The Draft Order Limits comprises the construction and operations corridor, temporary access, laydown areas, undergrounding of the new 132 kV cable, and the undergrounding of existing lower voltage overhead line where indicated.

The study of the 25m Construction and Operations Corridor (Draft Order Limits), but only taking into account the Preferred Line Route (i.e. the preferred overhead line).
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